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The Comfort Unit (hereafter referred to as CU) is designed for OPEL-Vauxhall Astra-H / Classic III,
Vectra-C, Signum, and Zafira-B automobiles, model year 2005 and younger, equipped with a graphicinfo-display or color-info-display, CD30, CD30 MP3, CDC40 OPERA, CD50 PHONE, CD70 Navi or DVD90
Navi, Touch& Connect infotainment units or other unoriginal units, and with a steering wheel remote
control.
Once installed, the CU extends the set of information displayed on a built-in info-display by the
following items: engine's coolant temperature, additional car’s diagnostics parameters window, diesel
particulate filter status DPF monitor window ( vehicles with a Diesel engine), parking assist window
( vehicles with an original parking assist), external video feed display window ( vehicles equipped
with a color-info-display and Video Converter Module VCU-01). Moreover, the CU adds a number of
functions for a comfortable car control.

As for the time being, the CU has no approval granted electronic separate technical unit with
regard to electromagnetic compatibility, pursuant to Regulation No. 10 (homologation) yet.
According to provisions and regulations in force, the CU must not be used in vehicles operated
on public roads. Thus, each user installs the CU into his/her car on his/her own risk and
responsibility.

Module installation
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For installation, simply slide the CU into the car's diagnostic link connector. The diagnostic link
connector is placed underneath the cover under the handbrake handle in Astra-H; underneath the
cover in the lower part of the central dashboard in Zafira-B; and underneath the ashtray in Vectra-C.
Before installing the CU, the condition of the diagnostic link connector must be checked. The
connector must be clean and mechanically intact. The CU must not be installed into a
damaged or contaminated diagnostic link connector.
Before CU installation, in all types of cars, the Graphic-Info-Display or the Color-Info-Display SW
version needs to be determined first.
Turn on the radio, then press and hold the SETTINGS button until the radio beeps. After it
beeps, press the BC button repeatedly and browse to the window display labeled as
Testmode: Heater (see. fig. 1 and fig. 2). The display’s SW version is indicated in the second top
line. Then, turn off the radio and press and hold the SETTINGS button until the radio beeps.

Module installation
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Fig. 1 – display’s SW version indicated here: GD83 Fig. 2 – display’s SW version indicated here: 8.0.1
The CU must not be used in vehicles equipped with a Graphic-Info-Display or the Color-InfoDisplay SW version 8.x.x as made by Delphi Grundig and with an original Universal Handsfree
Phone UHP.
Should your car be fitted with a CD30/MP3 radio without the universal handsfree phone, the display
view must be switched to a tabbed style before you insert the CU (see fig. 3 and fig. 4). In case your car
is equipped with CD70 Navi or DVD90 Navi radio types and the universal handsfree phone is not fitted,
it is advisable to perform the same settings as when setting up the tabbed view style.
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Fig. 3 – display view with no tabs style

Fig. 4 – tabbed style display view

All display types with GM Tech2 factory diagnostics as well as older displays (<2009) with unoriginal
OP-COM diagnostics can be switched to a tabbed view; the operation does not exceed two minutes.
The tabbed style view is activated by setting up the universal handsfree phone presence in the display
variant configuration. Once you activate the universal handsfree phone presence, the style switches to
the tabbed view, while the universal handsfree phone tab remains empty with no function assigned
yet. Fig. 5 illustrates step by step how to set up the tabbed view.

Module installation

Fig. 5 – steps to set up the tabbed view in displays with GM Tech2 / Tech2Win diagnostics
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Remove the key from the ignition, turn off the radio, close the vehicle’s doors, wait for 30
seconds and insert the CU into the diagnostic link connector. Turn on the ignition for 10
seconds, remove the key from the ignition, wait for 30 seconds, turn on the ignition for 10
seconds, remove the key form the ignition, wait for 30 seconds. Turn on the ignition – the CU is
now automatically configured and fully functional according to the vehicle’s equipment. The
above procedure needs to be repeated only after you insert the CU into the diagnostic link
connector.

"

The CU must not be exposed to mechanical stress. The vehicle's diagnostic link connector’s
position is not always accurately adhered to, and it can change due to inaccurate seating of
the connector’s carrying console and the adjacent plastic parts. In such a case, the parts
colliding with the unit need to be adjusted accordingly.

"

In Vectra-C / Signum automobiles, the ashtray including its frame needs to be removed before
you install the CU. After you insert the CU, the ashtray’s frame can be reinstalled again. As the
diagnostic link connector’s position changes from vehicle to vehicle, it might happen that the
ashtray cannot be fully inserted – the ashtray stops against the inserted CU. In such a case, the
ashtray or the diagnostic link connector position needs to be adjusted – or you can choose not
to use the ashtray.

Module installation
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In Zafira-B automobiles, before you install the CU, the diagnostic link connector position and
the diagnostic plug compartment cover need to be adjusted. The OCU-ZB-IK installation kit
that comes with the CU as separate accessories can be used to adjust the diagnostic link
connector position. The only vehicles the OCU-ZB-IK installation kit cannot be used with are
those with automatic gearbox.

"

Before you remove the CU from the diagnostic link connector, the key must be removed from
the ignition, the radio turned off, the vehicle’s doors must be closed, and you need to wait for
30 seconds. Although the CU can be safely hot-swapped from/into the vehicle’s installation,
software errors in other control units can occur as a result of such an action. Therefore, we
recommend avoiding such a procedure.

Fig. 6 – the CU installed in an Astra-H automobile
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Opening the module menu
The module menu opens with a longer, continuous touch on the BC radio button or by pressing and
holding the remote control button.

Should there be no original universal handsfree phone in the vehicle, and the universal handsfree
phone presence is set up in the display’s variant configuration (see chapter Installation), then CU’s
data on engine’s coolant temperature will display in the phone's tab. Click the telephone receiver icon
to open the module menu. Depending on the vehicle’s equipment, the DPF monitor, PAS monitor and
Video tabs can be inactive permanently.

Fig. 7 – the CU’s tab as displayed in cars without
the universal handsfree phone

Fig. 8 – CU’s menu opened
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Diagnostic data
Click the Diagnostics menu item to open the diagnostic data window.

Fig. 9 – diagnostic data window opened
• engine’s coolant temperature displays only with ignition turned on. With ignition turned off, --displays instead of the engine’s coolant temperature.
• battery capacity indicates the estimated value of its recharge, as determined by accurate
measurement of system voltage. The most accurate reading is delivered after the battery has
remained for at least one hour without recharging and with minimum load, i.e. with ignition turned
off. When the engine is turned on and the battery is recharging correctly, the recharging process is
displayed symbolically. Should the engine be running and the battery does not recharge, a
appears.
warning symbol

Diagnostic data
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• estimated vehicle’s range is displayed along with the fuel level value. The vehicle’s range displays
only when its value is lower than 100 km.
• the A/C pressure displays only with ignition turned on ( the pressure value is not displayed in
vehicles without electronically controlled air conditioning)
• the actual boost pressure displays only with ignition turned on. Next to the boost pressure displays
its deviation from the command boost pressure; the pressure deviation displays in kPa ( boost
pressure and its deviations is displayed only in turbocharged vehicles. In some engine types, only
the boost pressure is displayed)

"

In older Astra-H and Zafira-B vehicle instrument cluster type, the ECN text is permanently
displayed on the trip odometer. With a CU installed, the ECN text is shown after five seconds
after the ignition has been turned on.

Engine coolant thermometer
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The CU enables viewing the engine's coolant temperature on the info-display or on the odometer (the
instrument cluster display). Click the Settings menu item to open a CU window with function
configuration items. Check the Display coolant temperature item to activate the temperature view.
Furthermore, it is possible to choose the temperature view either on the info-display or on the
odometer (e.g. 102 ºC displays as 00102C). Check the quick display de-activation item to activate the
temperature view by virtue of a longer touch on the remote control button
; should the
temperature view be not active, activate it by a longer touch on the
button; if it's active, a
longer touch will deactivate it.

"

If the temperature is displayed on the odometer, the ECN is permanently shown instead of the
trip odometer value.

"

In Vectra-C vehicles, the coolant temperature cannot be displayed on the odometer.

Fig. 10 – activation of coolant temperature view and examples of temperature view styles
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Engine coolant thermometer

Check the alert on engine heated up to activate the message box when the engine's coolant
temperature reaches 80 ºC. Furthermore, you can choose whether the message box that informs on
temperature reaching 80 ºC should close manually or automatically. If you choose close message box
manually, the box closes after clicking OK. Should you choose close message box automatically, the
message box closes automatically after 5 seconds without clicking the OK button.

Fig. 11 – activation of engine heated-up alert

"

Fig. 12 – open message box with engine
heated-up alert

Once the message box opens after reaching 80 ºC, it only reappears if the temperature falls
below 50 ºC. Such hysteresis eliminates repeated opening of the message box when the
temperature fluctuates around 80 ºC.

Engine coolant thermometer
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Should the engine temperature exceed 115 ºC and 130 ºC (gasoline engines) or 105 ºC and 120 ºC
(diesel engines), the CU activates corresponding message boxes (see. fig 13) and, at the same time,
activate views the temperature on the info-display. A warning gong signal resounds from the CIM
module. 120 ºC / 130 ºC temperature reached message box opens periodically every 1 min..

Fig. 13 – open message boxes with engine overheating alert

"

Message boxes open with a hysteresis of 5 ºC. , i.e. in order for the 115 ºC temperature reached
message box to be reopened, the temperature must (after the first alert) first fall below 110 ºC
and the reach 115 ºC again.
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Diesel particulate filter monitor

In vehicles with a Diesel engine, the CU enables monitoring of diesel particulate filter DPF status ( in
vehicles with a gasoline engine, the DPF monitor cannot be activated). Click the Settings menu item to
open the CU functions’ configuration items window. Check the activate DPF monitor item to activate
the diesel particulate filter monitoring.

Fig. 14 – DPF monitor activation

Fig. 15 – CU’s menu opened

Click the DPF monitor menu item to open the DPF monitor window.

Diesel particulate filter monitor
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Fig. 16 - Diesel particulate filter monitor window opened
• The filter saturation parameter determines the rate of clogging (saturation) of the diesel particulate
filter
• The filter regeneration parameter characterizes the progress of ongoing regeneration (purification)
of the Diesel particulate filter; the 1% value indicates the initiation of the regeneration process and
the 100% (in some cases even over 100%) indicates the termination of the regeneration process.
Concurrently with the regeneration status, the display shows also the differential pressure that
generates between the filter inlet and outlet.
• Exhaust gas temperature is shown in a sequence of temperature values of B1S1 and B1S2 sensors.

Diesel particulate filter monitor
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• The filter saturation, filter regeneration and exhaust gas temperature parameters display only with
ignition turned on.
• The completed regen. parameter shows the distance covered since the last filter regeneration and
the date of last successfully completed regeneration.
• The value displayed at the bottom line of the DPF monitor window can be used variously. In case
the last filter regeneration was successfully completed, the distance btw. regen. parameter is shown,
i.e. the average distance between regenerations. Should the last regeneration not be successfully
completed, the interrupted regen parameter is displayed along with the date of the last
unsuccessfully completed regeneration and the number of interrupted regenerations.

Fig. 17 - Diesel particulate filter monitor message boxes opened

Diesel particulate filter monitor
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In addition to the manually opened window with data on filter condition, the CU also automatically
displays message boxes that alert the driver to the initiation and completion of the Diesel particulate
filter regeneration process and also to the interruption of the regeneration process. When the DPF
monitor message boxes open, the column integration module resounds with a warning gong, and
during the ongoing regeneration, the odometer (instrument cluster display) indicates the status of
ongoing regeneration in %, e.g. 88% is displayed as 088dFC on the instrument cluster display.

"

The interrupted regeneration counter will be set to zero once the regeneration is successfully
completed.

"

The completed regen., interrupted regen., and distance btw. regen. parameters reset to zero once
you pull the CU out of the diagnostic link connector.

"

If the status of ongoing regeneration is displayed on the odometer, the ECN is permanently
shown instead of the trip odometer value.

"

In Vectra-C vehicles, the status of ongoing regeneration cannot be displayed on the odometer.

"

As per limited Z30DT engine control unit functions, no data are displayed in the DPF monitor
window in terms of filter regeneration, completed regen., interrupted regen. and distance btw.
regen.. Moreover, no message boxes are displayed to alert the driver to initiation and
completion of DPF filter regeneration process
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Parking assist monitor

The CU enables textual and semigraphic view of distance between the vehicle and an obstacle, as
measured by an original parking assist ( in vehicles without an original PAS parking assist, the
monitor cannot be activated). Click the Settings menu item to open the CU functions’ configuration
items window. Check the activate PAS monitor item to activate the parking assist monitor function.

Fig. 18 – PAS monitor activation

Fig. 19 – CU’s menu opened

Click the PAS monitor menu item to open a window with the PAS monitor data.

Parking assist monitor
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Fig. 20 – PAS monitor window opened; for both versions of installed sensors
All distances measured and calculated by the parking assist are displayed in the PAS monitor window.
The status of the assist and sensors function is shown at the same time.
• The PAS monitor is only functional with ignition turned on.
• Depending on the vehicle's equipment, the front and rear distance to obstacle or just the rear
distance are displayed. The distance between the front part of the vehicle and the obstacle displays
in the left part of the window; the distance of the vehicle's rear part displays in the right part of the
window. The bottom line corresponds to the driver's side; in vehicles with right-hand steering, the
bottom line corresponds the front passenger side.

Parking assist monitor
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• Rear distance to obstacles is displayed only with the reverse gear in gear.
• The distances display numerically in cm as well as semigraphically in arrow bar graphs. The
minimum distance measured by the parking assist is 20 cm, which corresponds to an empty bar
graph view. One arrow is added with every 10 cm, i.e. one arrow indicates 30 cm to the distance,
two arrows 40 cm, etc. Maximum number of illuminated arrows is 10, which corresponds to a
distance of 120 cm and greater.
• Should the parking assist unit signalize a faulty condition or a sensor error, a warning signal
illuminates in the middle at the bottom line of the PAS monitor window.
• The parking assist window opens automatically with engine switched on and when you activate
the parking assist by pressing the
button or shift the reverse gear. Once you deactivate the
parking assist (the
symbol on the parking assist switches off), the automatically opened PAS
monitor window closes.
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Video monitor

The CU enables viewing of external video signals on a color-info-display ( in vehicles with a graphicinfo-display, the video monitor function cannot be activated). Click the Settings menu item to open
the CU functions’ configuration items window. Check the activate video on display item to activate the
video monitor function.

Fig. 21 – video viewing activation

Fig. 22 – CU’s menu opened

Click the Video menu item to show video on display from selected video #1 or video #2 input. To select
the displayed video inputs, click Settings and switch to video #1 or switch to video #2.
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Video monitor

Fig. 23 – Video window opened
• Should the video monitor function be active and no CU window displayed, press and hold the
remote control button to activate video from selected video #1 or video #2 input.
• Should video be actively viewed on display, press and hold the
deactivate the video and switch to the main menu.

remote control button to

• Should video be actively viewed on display, press and hold the remote control button to switch
video display between the video #1 or video #2 input. Should an original Universal Handsfree

Video monitor
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Phone UHP be present in the vehicle, the button needs to be pressed and held longer. In case of
no UHP, the button can be pressed only shortly.
• Should video be actively viewed on display, press and hold the
remote control button to
activate the CBHS settings mode (Contrast, Brightness, Hue, and Saturation settings) for the
currently selected video input. Should the CBHS settings mode be active, the current parameter
being set up is displayed in the right bottom corner (the C, B, H, and S letters) along with its
numeric value between -128 ÷ + 127. To increase the current CBHS parameter, turn the
button to set the current CBHS
button up; turn it down to decrease it. Press and hold the
button to set the next CBHS parameter. The
parameter to its default value. Shortly press the
parameters are set in a → C → B → H → S → cycle.

"

To display external video signals from the Single Board Computer (hereafter referred to as SBC)
Raspberry Pi or from a DVB-T tuner and from the parking camera, the VCU-01 Video Converter
Unit needs to be added into the vehicle's installation.
The VCU-01 Video Converter Unit can only be used with CID Color-Info-Displays (SW version
CE59, CE83, CD59 or CD83). The VCU-01 cannot be used with the Delphi Grundig's CID displays
(SW version 8.x.x) in any way.

Video monitor
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The VCU-01 Video Converter Unit video #1 input is primarily designed to connect to multimedia
centers. The SBC Raspberry Pi with the OpenELEC OS can be used as a multimedia center. The RASPPSM custom power supply module is available for this SBC. This power supply is controlled from VCU01 (or CU, respectively).
• The SBC Raspberry Pi can be switched on by clicking the Video menu item with video #1 input
selected or with ignition turned on if the turn on RasPi via ignition is activated in the Settings menu.
• If the activate video on display is deactivated in Settings menu, the SBC Raspberry Pi will be switched
off immediately. By deactivating and subsequent activating the video #1 on display, the SBC
Raspberry Pi OS will restart.
• The switched-on SBC Raspberry Pi will shut down after 30 seconds after the display is switched off.
If delayed turn off RasPi is activated in Settings menu, the SBC Raspberry Pi will shut down after the
specified delay is reached after the display is switched off. The delay can be set between 5 ÷ 30 min.
By delaying the Raspberry Pi turn-off, locked car can be left alone for a short time without having to
re-initialize the currently playing multimedia record.

"

The SBC Raspberry Pi turn-on and turn-off functions are only available in VCU-01 installations
with a Raspberry Pi and a custom RASP-PSM power supply module connected.

Video monitor
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The VCU-01 Video Converter Unit video #2 input is primarily designed to connect to a rear parking
camera.
• The rear parking camera image view is activated by clicking the Video menu item with the video #2
input selected. The camera function is only active when ignition is turned on. Should the ignition
be turned off, black image is displayed.
• If the switch to parking camera is activated in Settings menu, the rear parking camera image view is
automatically switched on and off. The parking camera view is automatically activated if ignition is
turned on, the engine is running, the vehicle speed is less than 10 km/h, and the reverse gear is in
gear. The activated parking camera view is automatically deactivated as soon as the ignition is
switched off, or the engine stops, or the vehicle speed exceeds 30 km/h. The camera view is also
deactivated with a delay of 8 seconds after the reverse gear is returned to idle. The delayed camera
view switch-off enables uninterrupted operation of parking camera view when maneuvering in a
parking lot forwards and backwards.

Video monitor
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"

The automatic parking camera view switch-on and switch-off is functional only in vehicles
equipped with a Rear Electrical Centre REC, while the parking camera must be power-supplied
from the license plate lights or from the CAM-PS switch. Should the camera be power-supplied
from the license place lights, the camera only works with vehicle speed below 40 km/h.

"

In terms of video #1 and #2 Video Converter Unit, arbitrary NTSC video signal sources can be
connected to it.

Comfort functions
The CU extends the options for a comfortable radio volume control, opening and closing vehicle’s
windows, and remote illumination of vehicle's lights.
Click the Settings menu item to open the CU functions’
configuration items window. Check the activate volume
accelerator item to activate the accelerated volume change
set by the
button on the steering wheel remote control.
The acceleration rate can be set within the range of 1 s, 2 s
and 3 s. For instance, if you choose the option click to change
by touch = 1 s then one turn of the
steering wheel
remote control button up or down will raise or lower the
volume by an extent that corresponds to holding the
button for 1 sec.
Check the activate windows opening to activate the functions
for comfortable opening of windows controlled by the
vehicle's radio remote control. Once the function is activated,
the windows will start opening for a specified period when
you press the vehicle’s radio remote control button three
times. The window opening period can be shortened or
prolonged by clicking the corresponding configuration item
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in the configuration menu. The opening period corresponds to an entered degree in an interval of 0 –
9, while the 0 degree corresponds to a 0.5 s opening period and 9 corresponds to a 5 s period. While
the windows open and you press or on the radio remote control, the opening stops ( in
vehicles without the rear electrical centre, the windows opening function cannot be activated).

2 s < pause < 4 s

pause < 1 s

the windows will
start opening

Fig. 24 - The command sequence to launch a comfort function – opening of windows

"

Should the above referred conditions not be adhered to, the CU does not qualify the sequence
as a command to launch comfort functions.

Check the activate windows closing to activate the functions
for comfortable closing of windows, as controlled by the
vehicle's radio remote control. Once the function is activated,
the windows will close when you press the vehicle’s radio
remote control three times. Should you press or on the
remote control while the windows continue closing, the
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windows will stop ( in vehicles without the rear electrical centre, the windows opening function
cannot be activated).
2 s < pause < 4 s

pause < 1 s

the windows will
start closing

Fig. 25 - The command sequence to launch a comfort function – closing of windows

"

Should the above referred conditions not be adhered to, the CU does not qualify the sequence
as a command to launch comfort functions.

Check the activate lights remote control to activate the
functions for comfortable lights switch-on controlled by the
vehicle's radio remote control. Once the function is activated,
the selected front and rear lights will switch on for a specified
period when you press the or vehicle’s radio remote
control button twice (double click). In configuration, you can
choose if you want to switch on the front fog lights or low
beam lights and you can enter the switched-on period in a
interval of 10 s to 150 s. ( in vehicles without the rear
electrical center, the rear lights will not switch on).
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2 s < pause < 4 s

the lights will switch on
for a specified period

2 s < pause < 4 s

the lights will switch on
for a specified period

Obr. 26 - The command sequence to launch a comfort function – lights switch-on

"

Should the above referred conditions not be adhered to, the CU does not qualify the sequence
as a command to launch comfort functions.
In this version of FW CU, there is no windows control comfort function implemented for
Vectra-C vehicles.

Comfort functions
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By checking the deactivate additional heating item in Settings menu, the disable automatic initiation of
Auxiliary Heater System AHS function will be activated. The Auxiliary Heater System activates as per
setting in the Electronic Climate Control or via remote control, and such activation remains unaffected
even when the deactivate additional heating function is active.

"

Should the outside air temperature drop below 8 °C and the engine coolant temperature
below 75 °C, engine coolant will be automatically heated by the Auxiliary Heater System after
engine ignition. With repeated short drives during the cold season, the AHS system is often
unnecessarily activated which increases its smoke emissions and can cause its damage over
time.

"

The disable automatic activation of Auxiliary Heater System function is available in Vectra-C
vehicles only.
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Settings
Click the Settings menu item to open the CU functions’
configuration items window. The most part of the
configuration items has been described in the above
chapters; now, only the remaining CU configuration items
will be explained.

Check the direct language selection item to switch the CU
display language to a chosen language, regardless of the
language set for the radio. Diacritic symbols are not displayed
in the direct language selection mode.

"

If there is a CD70 / DVD90 Navi navigation installed in the vehicle and localized into Czech or
Slovak, the CU texts will automatically appear in Czech or Slovak including characters with
diacritical marks. In such a case, the direct language selection function must not be activated;
by activating this function, the diacritical marks would not appear.
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Settings
Check the silent mode item to suppress the gong sound
generation when opening important message boxes.
Click the comfort unit status item to view a set of message
boxes: unit identification, ECM data and unit status. In the unit
identification window, you can find the FW module version
and its serial number. In other windows, there are data
assigned for CU's function analysis with no significant function
for the user.

Fig. 27 – CU's status message boxes opened

"

The CU's functions user settings will be lost once you unplug the CU from the diagnostic link
connector.
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Appendix

The CU's power take off is typically 70 mA in the active mode. Once the communication in the
vehicle’s communication buses ceases (typically occurs after 30 seconds once the key is removed from
the ignition, radio is switched off and doors closed), the CU proceeds to the sleeping mode with a
power take off max. 1.5 mA, typical 0.7 mA.
Each module sold comes with lifelong firmware update support. Firmware (hereafter referred to as
FW) can be modified by module manufacturer or by manufacturer's authorized partners only. FW
updates are provided by module manufacturer in the Czech Republic for no charge – the user pays for
the costs related to the module transport only. FW updates provided by partners are performed for a
certain handling charge. Also, the user needs to pay for the costs related to the module transport. As
of the date this user guide was released, the module FW update is provided by the module
manufacturer in the Czech Republic, by a German partner (contact email: CU.update@gmx.de), and by
a Spanish partner (contact email: zafigasgas@gmail.com).
The module is covered with a standard two-year guarantee. The guarantee shall expire in case the
module is mechanically damaged or operated in violation of the above stated description.
Feel free to send any questions, comments, or suggestions to the content of this user guide or the
function of the comfort unit to the following e-mail address: info@PepaS.cz .

Have a pleasant journey with OPEL and the Comfort Unit!

Comfort unit FW module modifications overview
FW version
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Modifications applied

MFD-CAN_1.4e
26.05.2012

-

Support for Italian has been added.
Module menu can now be opened by pressing and holding the

MFD-CAN_1.5e
17.06.2012

-

DPF filter regeneration initiation detection algorithm has been corrected. In the previous FW versions, if a certain condition was
met (both filter saturation higher than 60% and exhaust gases temperature higher than 590°C), a DPF regeneration initiation
message box was displayed. However, under high engine operational load, especially on German highways, this condition
caused false DPF regeneration initiation alarms to be displayed, and, therefore, has been removed.

MFD-CAN_1.6e
22.06.2012

-

Limit temperature coolant values have been adjusted: the engine overheating temperature message box alarms are now
displayed for temperatures of 115 °C and 130 °C (petrol engines) and 105 °C a 120 °C (diesel engines).
Incorrect message box display has been corrected (appears when the higher limit engine coolant temperature exceeds the
threshold).
Support for Spanish has been added.

-

remote control button.

MFD-CAN_1.7e
25.07.2012

-

MFD-CAN_1.8e
08.09.2012

-

Minor modifications of German, English, Italian, and Spanish texts.
Support has been added for Portuguese, Dutch, and French.
In the “Settings” menu, the Portuguese option has been added into the “Direct language selection” item.
Boost pressure and air-conditioning measurement units have been changed from kPa to Bar.

MFD-CAN_1.9e
07.10.2012

-

Support has been added for CU and CD50 PHONE radio interoperability.
DPF monitor function has been added for Z30DT Vectra-C engines: as per limited Z30DT engine control unit functions, no data
are displayed in the DPF monitor window in terms of regeneration status, regeneration finished/aborted, regeneration interval.
Moreover, no message boxes are displayed to alert the driver to initiation and completion of DPF filter regeneration process.
In the “Settings” menu, the German, Spanish, and Portuguese option have been added to the “Direct language selection” item.

-

Support for interoperability between the CU and non-original Chinese “All-in-One” radios has been added: non-standard
communication of non-original radios was causing the GID/CID display to fail to switch off. This problem occurred only when CU
was using the telephone tab to display the engine coolant temperature.

Comfort unit FW module modifications overview
FW version
MFD-CAN_2.0e
16.12.2012

Modifications applied
-

MFD-CAN_2.1e
20.03.2013

-

MFD-CAN_2.2e
27.05.2013

-

MFD-CAN_2.3e
03.07.2013

-

MFD-CAN_2.4e
29.07.2013
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-

Erroneous engine coolant overheating control function has been corrected: When engine coolant temperature dropped below
0 °C to a negative value, an alert message box was displayed alerting the driver that the engine coolant limit temperature had
been exceeded. This error appeared in the MFD-CAN_1.6e FW version.
Support for Hungarian has been added.
In the “Settings” menu, the “Direct language selection” has been modified as follows: Hungarian, Spanish, and Portuguese
options can be selected.
Added a function to disable the activation of Auxiliary Heater System in Vectra-C vehicles.
Added basic support for the VCU-01 Video Converter Unit, function: video display activation on CID display + video #1 or
video #2 video input can now be displayed.
Extended support for the VCU-01 Video Converter Unit.
Added automatic rear parking camera view turn-on and turn-off on the CID display.
Added control for automatic rear parking camera power supply turn-on and turn-off that is connected to the license plate light
power supply.
The menu opening function has been modified to allow opening the menu by pressing and holding the
remote control
button.
Added video display activation and deactivation function. This can now be controlled on the display by pressing the
remote control button.
Added a function to switch the video display between the video #1 or video #2 input by pressing the
remote control button.
The rear parking camera view deactivation function has been modified: the view deactivation has been prolonged to 8 seconds
after the reverse gear is returned to idle.
Added the CBHS parameters setting (Contrast, Brightness, Hue a Saturation) of the displayed video
Added the turn-on and turn-off function for the custom RASP-PSM SBC Raspberry Pi power supply module that reflect the status
of “Activate video on display” in “Settings”.
The SBC Raspberry Pi can now be automatically turned on along with ignition.
The SBC Raspberry Pi can now be turned off with a 5-30 min delay after the CID display has been shut off.
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-
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-
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-

-

Error when switching between external video display and navigation map – corrected. This used to occur when activating the
navigation window display.
New texts in Portuguese have been added.
Support for Dutch has been removed.
New function has been added: automatic return to the external video display window (if video display active) after closing the
navigation instruction window.
Minor modification to the DPF filter regeneration initiation detection algorithm.
Rear parking camera CAM-PS power supply switch module control has been added.
Erroneous Vectra-C Z28NEx engines detection has been corrected.
Vectra-C Z28NEx engines boost pressure has been corrected.
New function for Vectra-C vehicles has been added: comfortable switch-on of lights via a radio remote control.

